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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In the United States, four~fifths of the total population of home-
makers construct garments and household furnishings (42). A 1953 study 
(8) on household activities revealed that homemakers spend an average of 
more than four hours per week sewing. The im,estigat_ion also disclosed 
that the time devoted to such an activity is ranked fifth in hours spent 
by women in home duties. Only meal preparation, care of home, care of 
family and laundering demand the use of more time. 
Some homemakers desire to express individuality and creativity 
through constructing garments and home furnishings (14). With the 
availability of fabrics and trimmings of various colors, designs and 
te-xtures, clothing construction seems to be a natural avenue for reveal-
ing originality. Yet obligations outside the home give added r espon-
sibilities that leave less time for self-satisfying activities. Today 
one-third of the married women in the United States are employed in 
positions that demand hours away from family and home (1). 
With the large proportion of married homemakers holding salar i ed 
positions, all area,s of work including centers for garment construction 
should be furnis·hed and designed to conserve time and energy. Accord-
ing to a Montana Agricultural Experiment St ation Bulletin (44), women 
are discontented with present arrangements for sewing i n the home. 
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Construction of garments and household furnishings "is the most unorgan-
ized" activity of homemakers (42). The number of women faced with pro-
blems of management seems-to indicate a need for improvement of facilities 
for creating garments an_d accessories. The satisfaction an.d pleasure 
received in clothing construction might be enhanced through the use of 
well-chosen, efficiently arranged furniture, equipmep,t and storage space. 
The c cmpilation of information on home areas used f.or clothing con-
struction warrants careful consid~ration. But because g.oals, values and 
habits of women are varied, the establishment of standards f:or efficient 
work centers is difficult. If location, equipment and arrangement of cen-
ters are "designed to .. facilitate :conse.tvation · 6f·.ti.me and enEilrgy,. busy home-
makers could probably achieve more. satisfaction in the construction of 
clothing and home furnishings. 
Statement of Problem 
An examination of available information, including research on cen-
ters for clothing const:ruction indicated a need to investigate design 
fe1;rtures in such areas which 9ouid contribute to work simplification or 
the conservation of time and energy. A considerable number of studies 
was concerned with the use of time and energy management in meal prepar-
ation, laundering and cleaning activities in the hoi;ne; inquiries into 
planned centers_ for clothing construction seemed more limited. There-
fore, an exploratory study to analyze available information on des.ign 
features. in suc_h centers: appeared desirable and logical. 
The problem was divided into three sub-problems: 
1. To determine through a survey of the Journal .2! Home 
Economics what emphasis (if any) was placed on manage-
ment of househo1d .activities . 
2. To identify through research conducted by agr i cultural 
experiment stations, the design features pertaining t o 
centers for sewing that could contribute to effect ive 
use of time and energy. 
3. To investigate and evaluate. plans and information con-
tained in articles on ce;nters of sewing that appeared 
in six women's magazines from 1954 through 1963. 
Purposes of the Study 
The study of design features in centers for clot hing construction 
in the home seemed pertinent because of the changing roles of women 
today. The dual functions of homemaker and income earner often combined 
with community participation giye women many responsibilities. Conse-
quently, many homemakers find time management is a major problem (27). 
Limited time for performance -of household activities emphasizes t he 
need for effective organization of both work areas and work me thods. 
Principles of management appli,ed to all home duties can help homemakers 
to use time and energy more effectively . 
In order to determine to wha.t extent the official publicat ion for 
home economics , the J(?urnal of ~ Economics , .contr ibuted to the pro-
motion of effective management of homemaking responsibilit i es , a survey 
was conducted of a fifty-year period , from 1909 through 1959 . The 
purposes of the surv.ey were: 
1. To count and compare by decades the number of art i cle.a 
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and p~ges on management of household duties. 
2. To note and compare through the titles of articles 
emphasis or emphases placed on management of home duties . 
3. To note and compare through the titles of the articles 
the types of househ-0ld activit ies most frequently related 
to home management. 
The execution of fashionable garments and home decorat ions can be more 
rewarding if certain principles of mangement are considered. A well-
de,signed center for sewing can encourage efficient procedures of work 
and improved techniques. 
Research sho)10d that few women have any spec ific place or center 
in the home designed and furnished for activities of clothing construc-
tion, Often areas such as kitchen, bedroom, or dining room were used. 
Investigations also reve.aled that some women were dissatisfied with 
their facilities for sewing (37). Therefore, the second sub-problem, 
which identified through studies of research, design features in centers 
for clothing construct i on that could encourage cons.erv.ation of time and 
energy, ev.'olve<J. · Through an analysis of researc.,hfindings, criter ia 
w~r.e developed · for effe.,;;;tive design "features in .centers _for sewing in ., 
the following .three steps: 
1. To determine areas needed for various activities of 
sewing. 
2 . To list and identify essential equipment, furniture and 
storage space needed for centers. 
3, To identify additional featu res that might res.ult in 




A number of studies pointed out that women's magazines are frequently 
used as a source of information for home planning. An investigation 
seemed necessary to determine to what extent women's publications during 
the, past ten years included helpful information for the, designing and 
furnishing of centers for sewing in the home.. An evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of the information related to design fea.tures published in women's 
magazines appeare:d necess·ary. Th.e purposes of the survey of six women's 
magazines were the following: 
1. To count and compare in periods of two years the number 
of articles on centers that appeared in ten years. 
2 . To note and compare in periods of two years, the total 
number of cente·rs featured in each magazine. 
3 . To evaluate data both written and i.llustrated describing 
centers for clothing construction published in the six 
magazines. 
Definition of Terms 
Clarification of terms us.ed through the study follows: 
Areas for clothing construction refe:r to each of the sections within 
the center where different a.c.tivities necessary in the s ewing of a gar-· 
[!lent are performed such as cutting, sewing, pressing, fitting. 
Center for sewing refers to a place for constructing garments and 
)lousehold f-urnishings in the home that is- suited to the needs of the 
homeniaker. Equipment, furniture and storage space are organized f or 
efficient management of activities performed in clothing construction. 
Clothing construction refers to activities pe,rtaining to. creating 
garments and houaehoJ.d ite:ms such as se-l~ction of patterns, fabrics and 
notions, cutting, pre$-s:ing, fitting, pattern drafting, alterations and 
mending. 
Featured ~rticla in a maga.zine ref~r.a tP- writt~n publications that 
are listed in tn,e t.ab1e of contents giving title and author. 
Work simplif~eation ••may be. defined .as: ~ccomplishing more work with 
.a given amount of time .and energy, .c,.r as. reducing the .amount of .either or 
both to accomplish a. givt;m amount of work" (23). 
Hypothes:ea of the Study 
The following hy·pothisea are tested in th~ study: 
1. Many plan~ .and recolllllt0ndations for c:en.ters of sewing in 
the ho~ which .are published in women's magazi~S- do not 
include, ~$sen't:ial furnitur:e, equipment ~nd stora,ge $.pace 
necess.ary fo:i:- :effec·tive management of time and (;)ne_rgy, 
2. Articl~;s- giving informatipn about e'@.t:ers for c:lothing 
constructi.~n in the h~ publishi$'d in -women's maga:dnes 
are few in num~r. 
A,,$Sumptions of the, Study· 
The following a•umpti!l)ns, .a.re- ba::iic to. tlie study: 
1. Many wom¢n t1>day .,ara ~pl:oy-ed outside the hpme;ther.e£0.re: 
a. T- and energy s~uld be cons~rv.ed ;i.n view- of 
fami1y;;.work~·cpmm.11nity re.s:ponsibilities. 
b. Well-pl~Tied w(),rk eente:rs: can c~ntribute to the:' 
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conse,rvation of time and energy in performance of 
homemakers' duties. 
c. Time for expressing creative talents is limited 
with increased duties. 
2. Creative clothing construction is a mea.ns for some homemakers 
to express_ individual talents. 
3. The activities of creating garments and household furnishings 
are performed in the home by many women . 
Significance .o.f the Study 
Interest of homemakers in creating garments and home furnishings was 
indicated by sever.al studies. In 1954 Cornell Agricultura.J Experiment 
Station researchers (49) found that the second activity preference of the 
homemakers was th.e. "care of clothes , including sewing" . A housing survey 
conducted in the Southern Region of the United States (2) established 
that eighty per cent of the women interviewed engage in some type of sew-
ing. Montgomery (37) noted in a study on "Housing Pref erences of Farm 
Families in the Northeast", that sev.enty":"five per cent of the homemakers 
included in the investigation saw. 
The dissatisfaction of homemakers with their areas for sewing in 
the ho.me was reveaJed in tbe last two studies by Bland (2) and Montg.omery 
(37). In the· Montganery investigation many of the w.omen expressed con-
ce.rn with the l .ocation ·of tneir sewing machine, equipment and supplies. 
The areas used for ,clothing construction in the home. were usually npt 
the preferred locations. 
For instance, .about 3 hl)IIl.ema.kers out of 10 rep-ort sewing in 
the dining room, but only I out of 10 would pref.er this area. 
On the other hand, about half the families want a sewing room j 
now only 1 in 18 has this arrangement (37) . 
In a study conducted in the South, and noted by Bland (2), forty-
five per cent of the homemakers interviewed u.sed the bedroom for con-
struction of garments and other articles, eighteen per cent sewed in the 
living room and ten per cent in the dining room. Yet "more than one-
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fourth of the homemakers indicated a prefe,rence for a designated area for 
sewing apart from living, 1?leeping, and dining sre.as" (2). The study 
showed that women are dissatisfied with facilities in the home for cloth-
ing construction. 
Many women who were discontented with presant facilities for sewing 
may also be confronted with problems of time management . Mahoney (34) 
noted that researchers found that fo.rty-five pe,r cent of women questioned 
in a recent national survey reported their greatest problem was manage-
ment of time. Often time required to set up sewing machine, find and 
.assemble equipment and supplies, then clean up afterwards is so irritating 
that much enjoyment connected with clothing construction is lost. For 
some homemakers, sewing is no·. longer an enjoyable activity but an annoy-
ing task (28). To receive more satisfaction from working with fabrics, 
women should plan a well-de_signed center to conserve time and ener gy. 
Many homemakers: lack sufficient knowledge of how to apply principles 
of work simplification in 4esigning a cente r for clothing construction. 
Therefore, a problem aros.e as to where information on centers f _or sew-
ing that will facilitate the applica:tion of s.ound principle s of manage-
ment c.ould be obtained. In the Montgomery study (36), college Stl.ldents 
were asked where each planned to receive "goQd ideas" for furn ishing a 
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first home in the future. The respondents replied that information might 
be sought from several sources. Eighty-one per cent expected to receive 
help from women's magazines, seventy-eight per cent from interiors observed 
in different homes, sixty-seven per cent from college courses, fifty-six 
per cent from interior designers, and thirty per cent from ideas observed 
in parental homes. The study seemed to conclude that information on house 
plans is sought more from women's ma_gazines than from all other sources. 
In a study conducted in Oklahoma_ in 1956 (38), families \vere inter-
viewed to find out where they obtained ideas and information for home 
improvements. The majority, sixty-nine per cent, received ideas from 
"themselves". Ten per cent asked assistance from relatives , friends and 
neighbors. Twelve per cent sought help from stores , lumber companies, 
etc. The respondents also rep-orted receiving ideas for home improvements 
through magazines. Ten per cent stated that women's magazines were used 
to gain information on home improvements. Suggestions were also received 
from farm journals by five per cent of the families. The findings of the 
two above studies indicated that women's magazines are a widely used 
source of inf.ormation for ideaa_ for planni.ng and furnishing home..s. 
Since women's publications serve aa aources for home ideas, the ~ues-
tion arose as to what info-rmation on centers for home sewing is available 
in such magazines. Therefore, six wo~n's magazines were surveyed to 
ascertain the quantity and quality of data. both written and illustrated 
on centers for clothing construction. The findings of the survey could 
reveal the kind -and amount of information on centers for sewing ~vail-
able to homemakers. 
In the evaluation of recommendatiQns for clothing construction, eon-
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sideration should be given to varied goals, standards, and values of 
women who sew. Therefore, any criteria developed to appraise centers 
should be flexible to meet diverse needs of homemakers. The trend in 
home management today is "toward rational and flexible standards rather 
than perfectionism" as noted by Crandall (9). 
Recent studies of design features in centers for clothing construe-
t;i.on offered homemakers an opportunity to discuss the_ir varied problems 
in sewing. Research conducted found that some women are dissatisfied 
with current management of activities of sewing. Also studies indicated 
that conservation of time and energy in household activities is a major 
CDncern of homemakers: 
Evidence is seen in the upswing in the invention and output 
of labor-saving devices for the home, and in efforts to pro-
vide easily cleaned surfaces and materials. This trend is 
also evident in the development of research programs in both 
industry and educational institutions, aimed at simplifying 
household equipment and methods of performing housework (4). 
This study is concerned with conservation of time and energy in 
activities of s.ewing through presenting simple guide lines for women who 
create garments and household furnishings. Emphasis is on design features, 
such as furniture, equipment, and storage space, in centers for sewing 
that may contribute to conservation of time and energy . 
Limitations of the Study 
Th.e study, limited to an analy.sis of information on centers for gar-
ment construction in the home, as pres.ented in various publications, was 
divided into three sub-problems with the following limitations: 
1. The survey of articles in the Journal of Home Economics ---- --- - -----
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is limited to featured articles on manag~ment of house-
hold activities. The years reviewed are from 1909 , the 
year the journal was rirst published, through 1959 for 
a total of fifty years. 
2. The criteria established for evaluating centers for sew-
ing in the home are limited t o f 'ind i ngs devel·o.p.ed through 
research .and published by the state .agricultural experi-
ment ,stations . 
3 . The survey conducted to investigate information in maga-
zines on centers for clothing construction is limited to 
six wom~n's magazines : The ~e.rican H:ome, Better Homes & ~-. ----
Garden.s, ~ aeautiful, Ladies' ~ Journal, McCall's 
and Parent I s Magazine . The years surveyed are from 1954 
through 1963 for a ten year period. 
Summary 
For many women, clothing construction is an excellent opportunity 
to express creative talents. The multiplicity of fabrics , accessories, 
and equipment available for use in designing and creating garments and 
household furnishings give added enjoyment.s t.o. se_wing. Often sewing 
may become .an annoying task filled with discontentment. S,ame of t he 
frustrations associated with this activity may be traced to lack of an 
organized center wher.e all neeessary equipment and suppl ies are well 
arranged. Time and energy required to go f r:om 'One room to another in 
search of fabric, notions and tools can reduct;.- the many p leasur~s re~ 
ceived from sewing. A center des.igned for cl:othing construction could 
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eliminat~ many problems of assembling and organ i z ing equipment , suppl i e s 
and accessories each time that any s ewing is to be done . 
The study of design features in center s f or clothing c onstruction in 
the home, concerned with work simplification was organized int o four 
chapters . 
Chapter I presented s.tatement and purposes of t he probl em, defini-
tion of term.$', hypotheses and assumptions, signif i cance, and limitations 
of the study and the summary. 
Chapter II includes a r ev iew of l itera ture dealing with data on the 
deve lopment of management in the home . Spec i fic information is also pre-
sented on features that facilitate work simplif ica t i .on in centers of cloth-
ing constructiQn in the home . 
Chapter III is divided into three parts to pres ent data on t he three 
sub- problems. All information on the first sub- problem such as method-
ology, prese,ntation and analysiS' of data , and inter-pre t at i on of r<e sul t s 
is included in the beginning of the chapte r . Data on the s econd sub-
problem is provided in the s econd part ; t he third s ec t ion i nc1Ud$S i nforma-
tion on the third aub-problem. 
Chapter III is organized in this manne r because the informat ion on 
the first sub~problem is neces'Sary in order t o understand t he s e cond 
sub-problem. Data contained in the .se.cond sub-problem are, als o ess ential 
to fully comprehend the third sub-problem. 
Part I in Chapter III presents a survey of t ne Jo.urnal of Home Econ----- -- ....__,.._ . ......,._ 
.~ fr,91Il 1909 thr-0ugh 1959. 
Part II in Chapter III discuss.es the i dentification of des i gn f eatures 
in centers for clothing construction that could contribute to effect i ve 
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management of time and energy. 
Part III in Chapter III preseuts infprml':l.ti.on on a survey of six 
women's magazines published from 1954 through 1963. An evaluation ~f 
re.commendati,;ms f-or cent~rs of se_wing that appeared in the magazin~s :sur-
veyed is al.s.o. pre.se.nt~d. 
Chapter IV providEµi. a suillmary, conclu:sions and recommendations for 
further study. 
CHAPI'ER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Development of Home Management in the 20th Century 
In 1906 leaders in trade fi.elds were concerned with the exigency 
tp. improve management of time and energy in many industrial enterpris:es. 
Therefore, "efficiency engineers" were employed to foster better working 
conditions and efficient techniques. The. mov~ment to conserve time and 
energy spre;ad to many industrial are,as and was: called "scientific manage-
ment". Gross and Crandall (23) cited three early pion~ers in the field 
namely: Frederick Taylor, Frank Gilbreth, and Harrington Emerson. The 
mov~ment to further efficiency was promoted by Fred~rick Taylor who wai3 
mainly interested in "saving time ..1nd establishing tittle norms" (23). 
Emerson wrote. Twelv.e Principles£_ Efficiency in 1911. The third le.ad~,r, 
Gilbreth, was anotller expert in the fi~ld of industrial management. Gil-
breth' s brick laying experiment, which today is eansidered a classic, 
re,sulted in reducing the number of motions required to lay a brick fr:Olll 
eighteen to five movements. As an ~uthority in the field, Gilbreth and 
his: wife, Lillian, als:o. .ltn engineer, wrote several books concerned with 
impr~vements in methads ,of work. The collab~ratit;)n .of the Gilbreths 
elided in 1924 with the d~ath $r Frank Gilbreth. Mr:s. Gilbreth continuad 
the work started by ~r husband and became an influential figure in tN! 
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area of manage~nt by creating interest in the scientific application of 
management to household activities (23) . 
Another woman who recognized the need to adopt scientific methods 
in the home was Christine Frederiek, whose. husband was also an efficiency 
engineer. Uaing the inf-0rma:tion contained in Emerson's book, Twelve 
Principles ~ Efficiency ,, Christine Frederick applied the data to house-
hold matters in .a book titled The ~ Hou~ekeeping, as cited by Gross and 
Cr.andall (23). But eyen with the e ndeavors of Gilbreth and Frederick, 
interest in house.h~ld e-fficiency during the period of the First World War 
was not st imulat·ed. 
Added im~tus was given to the . area of h.f;)llle management in 1925 with 
t);l.e passage of the Purnell Act which stated that funds could be utilized 
·for " such economic .and sociological investigaticms as have for their pur-
poses the development and improvement of the rural home and rur.al 1 ife" 
(21). Even thQugh t he Act provided fundS to investigate management in 
the home, this area wa:s n1;>-t well d~veloped until the Second Wo.rld War . 
Gross and Crandall (23) n1;,ted that " hous,eho.ld efficiency was· relatively 
quiescent until World War II". 
Conditions in the CQuntry during the 1940 1 s' disclose d the need to 
accelerate tb.e prpduction .of goods such as. clothing and fo~d f'Qr defense 
purposes. The urgency to fulfill delll8llds. fQr supplies during the war 
brought many probleillS'. The major issue, that of labor shortages necess it-
ated more emphasis ~n efficiency. Collings (7) noted in 1943 that "with 
the shortage of manpowe.r, efficient utilization of the nation's labor 
force has asS.,umed an imp.ortance no.t previously recognized". The demand 
for qualified worker.a in many c.om:panies beeame· acute because of tb.e many 
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women and men employed in the war services . Some emt,loyees hired to fill 
vacancies were not familiar with job routines. Many women employed dur-
ing the war had no previous job experience. With the necessity to speed 
up production of vital war materials and the lack of qualified workers , 
emphasis was given to impr~ved methods of work. 
Management during the war years was not limited to factories but was 
extended to the home and the. farm. Homemakers found that with addad respon-
sibilities and duties, efficien~y in home .activities b~ame a necessity. 
Farm owners also realized thl:~ the need to P,roduce larger quantities af 
food stuff called for systematic work techniques . With interest shown 
in management in the_ 1940's, efficiency was renamed "wor k simplification" 
"a much more inviting name" (23). 
The w.a;r periQd br.ought the need for impr.ovad methods -&f work in the 
home to the attention of many people. Still problems c.onnected with house-
hold management have been with homell!akers f.or many year.a. In 1912, Frank 
Gilbreth (19) noted that "housekeeping is an industry which embraces a 
variety .of activities and , like all other industries it can be well man-
aged or badly managed". We,bster (~8) define d a homemaker .as. "one whose. 
occupation is household and family management". The definition covered 
a multitude ~f home duties· and obligations. -confronted daily by many women. 
The present emphasis. :on technological advancement produce unique, problems 
for the homemaker$. In spit~ of the widespread us~ of many different 
labor-saving appliances and products in the home, management remains a 
major concern for homemakers. 
Because of the strong bond connecting management to achiev~ment of 
goals, "home management, has a bona fide inter.eat and contrihutiQn ta 
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make" (13) to satisfying home life. Since the purpose of home management 
is to use resource.a t ,o attain family goals, the quality of f amily life 
is dependent not only on the available resources but als.o on the effective-
ness. of their management. Yet the area of management in the home was 
"not even mapped out in semiofficial manner" unt il 1935 when a Home Man-
agement Conference was held in Chicago (21). 
In 1943 the Purdue Conference on Work Simplific~tion was held . The 
meeting was "concerned wit,h. efficient utilization of one highly impor tant 
sector of the na.tion's labor force, the w~man in the home" (7) . Dr. Marvin 
Mundel, profe.ss.or ,0f industrial engineering and Dr . Lillia n Gilbreth, pro-
fessor of management directed the two we.eks meeting . Thirty-three home 
economics specialists: in teaching, extension, and research attended. 
Industrial techniques as applied to house.hold tasks were discussed at the 
confer.enc.e. Thr-ough th-e efforts of Mundel to train home economists. in 
the application of scientific management to homa management, work simpli-
fication in the home was furthered. 
In 1948 impetus was given to the importance. of work simplific,ation in 
the home through the publication of Cheaper Bl~ Dozen , written by two 
of the Gilbre.th children. The book, relating the adventures of the twe lve 
Gilbreth children, was lJiter made into .a m().tion picture, that "caused 
many people to be conscious of and interested in work simplification" (23). 
Through the varied me,dia of conununications, women became conscious 
of the ne~d to. apply work simplification. in the home. Ho.m,emakers were 
beginning to express approval of the mor.e ~fficient ways of earing for 
tne family .and home. Kirk (31) recognized: 
Effid,.ency merits ~s.pect, .accordd.~g to our American plan fer 
living. We have come to admir.e and to evaluate many things 
in terms of it. 
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The attention given to effic·iency caused many homemakers to want to learn 
easier methods for performance of household tasks. Several studies on 
household ma.nagement were conducted by agricultural experiment stations, 
but the number was small when compared with the number of investigations 
in other areas.. Gross (21) noted: 
By 1949, when two-,.thirds: ~f the 600 projects were in foods 
and nutrition, home management along with hous~hold equip-
ment wa,s only third in impQrtance among the remaining six 
areas. 
The research conducted by the agricultural experiment stations pro-
vided dependable sources of information on management ~f household activ-
ities. Still with all the inte-rest in work simplification in the home, a 
question arose as to why some women find management of hou.sehold activities 
difficult. In a study of 150 young homemakers living on f.arms, two 
reasons were revealed for inability to manage duties in the home namely, 
'{l) lack of training and preparation prior to marriage, (2) inability to 
obtain or lack of knowladge as to how to obtain appropriate help after 
marriage" , (24). The study seemed to indicate that women do not receive 
adequate information for effective management of house.ho-Id functions. 
Activities of clothing construction in the home can present the same 
problems of inefficiency as· other household duties su_ch as meal prepara-
tion, laundering or cleaning. Slaughter (44) reported that activities 
of sewing must be "rethought and reorganized" in order for homemakers 
to become efficient in their performance. A well-designed center in the 
home for sewing could help hom.emaker.s to organize activities such as 
cutting, sewing, pressing and fitting to conserve time and energy. There-
fore., this study was planned to analyze design features in home centera 
for clothing construction that contribute to principles of work simplifi-
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cation. Montgomery's .studies (36) (38) of 1956 and 1963 indicated that 
women's magazines were used or considered as sources of information for 
home ideas. Therefore, as part of this study, a survey was conducted to 
investigate available material on centers for sewing which appeared in 
six popular women's publications from 1954 through 1963. 
Homemaker.a' Need of Center for Clothing Construction 
Lack of knowledge in management of home activities often resulted 
in homemakers' inability to organize equipment, furniture and supplies 
for sewing in the home. In 1936 Hunter (28) recognized: 
No home keeper builds a home without a kitchen yet few 
people who do all of their sewing have a place, plan or 
equipment for this work. 
Twenty-six years later, Settle (42) reported similar findings in regard 
to clothing construction in the home: 
This household activity apparently re.quires more time than 
any other except work with food and the care and cleaning of 
the h·ouse. Yet little attention has been given through the 
years to making it easy to do this sewing work. It is the 
most unorganized of all our home jobs. Many wom~n liter~lly 
sew all over the house, making the job slower and more frust!"a-
ting than it ever needs. to be. 
The necessity for planned centers for sewing is not a recent concern as 
indicated by the twenty-six year.s difference of time in the statements 
of Hunter and Settle. Yet the interest of homemakers in centers of sew-
ing today should even be greater becaus,e of the increased number of women 
who engage in the activity. According to the Simplicity Pattern Company, 
twenty-three mi.Ilion women purchased some forty"'.'five million patterns 
from r,etail stores in 1941. In 1956 , thirty-eight million women bought 
over one hundred million patterns (53). From the large number of patterns 
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purchased in 1956 there seemed to be definite emphasis on home construc-
tion of clothing and household furnishings. 
Express.ing creative ability through clothing construction frequently 
puts sewing into the realm of self-satisfying pursuits. Since recent 
studies established that "everyone is born with a potential for creative 
activity", homemakers need outlets for such talents (45). Brightbill (6) 
recognized that creativeness can and should be fostered and refined in 
the environment of the home. Experiences in garment construction in the 
home could be an exc.ellent opportunity for women to cultivate potentials 
for expressing creative talents. 
The investigation pf management in centers for sewing in the home 
is needed in light .of the findings from research namely : (1) a large 
number of women are engaged in construction of garments and household 
furnishings; (2) sewing fulfills a need to express individuality and 
creativity; (3) homemakers need to organize equipment, furniture, and 
supplies for sewing which could result in conse.rv.ation of time and energy. 
Centers for Home Sewing 
At one time the economical aspect of saving through the construc-
tion of garments was more important than expressing creative talents . 
Still there was regard for investigations on simplifying activities of 
sewing performed by women in the home. In 1928 Cushman (12) studied 
problems of garment construction in the home through observing .activities 
of women engaged in sewing aprons • . Cushman was interested in "ways of 
improving the arrangement of the sewing equipment". The findings brought 
to light that the lack of an organized center f-or equipment and supplies 
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necessary in constructing garments resulted in much unnecessary walking 
by the women. 
Hunter (28) in 1936 also expresirnd the problems of inefficient organ-
ization of equipment for clothing construction : 
The additional energy required to go all over the house loo,k-
ing for scis"Sors, n~edle, thread or thimble increases her 
weariness and puts her in a bad frame of mind . Unorganized 
equipment, which is usually a result of the lack of planning 
is often responsible for poor work. 
Many homemakers were troubled with lack of space for well-planned, 
organized centers. for sewing. But in the homes of many families today 
space is at a pr$1.ium as noted by Faulkner (15): 
With today's emphasis on individuality, personal expression, 
and self-r.ealizati.on, space and equipme.nt for satisfying such 
urges and needs have become in~reasing!y important -- and at 
a time when both space and equipment are very expensive. 
Guides for better utilization of space in the home seemed neces~ary in 
view of Faulkner's statement. 
Data on better organization of centers for sewing in the home have 
also set down criteria for work simplification in clothing cons t ruction . 
Hollifield (25) presented seven items to conaider for e fficient organiza-
tion of supplies, tools and equipment used in sewing: (1) tools should 
be located at place .of firs.t us~; (2) supplies should be placed in easy 
reach of the seamstrei:is; (3) the entire space in drawers and shelvea 
should be utilb:e.d; (4) storag.e of supplies in dr.awers should be only 
"one layer deep", and -on sh.elves "one row dee.p"; (5) supplies similar 
in size and use sh1;>uld be placed together in storage; (6) supplies and 
equipment should be Stored nea:r location of u.se; (7) items: used in sever.al 
areas should be tr~nsferred from .one area to another in portable units. 
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In 1955 the editors of $uccessful Farming were also interested in 
organization of centers for sewing. In that year, a center was designed 
by the editors with the following features as important considerations: 
1. Everything at your fingertips; 
2. Convenient in use~ attractive at rest; 
3. Roomy storage~ drawers and shelves; 
4. Sewing machine ready to go at a minute's notice; 
5. Place to hang unfinished garments and mending out of 
sight; 
6. Plenty -of good quality light where itts needed. (3) 
A swivel chair with back rest and casters for ease in moving from one area 
to another and three-way mirror were also included in the center . Research 
conducted by several experiment stations. also noted that swivel chairs with 
back rest and three-way mirrors are important considerations when planning 
a center for sewing. 
Some problems of management in centers for garment construction could 
be traced to the numerou.s areas ne.eded to perform the different activities 
essential in creating a garment. Slaughter (44) noted that centers for 
sewing cal 1 for sev-en .areas : 
1. St-orage area - Slna.11 equipment and supplies, 
2. Gutting area, 
3. Sewing machine area, 
4. Hand sewing ar.ea , 
5. Pressing area, 
6. Fitting .area, 
7. Storage area_. large equipment. 
As the "sewing area" make up the entir.e center, the arrangement of 
each area was important. The center 'Qf greatest activity was the sewing 
machine area. A large part of the garment construction was performed by a 
se.amstress ·w)lile _sitti_!lg at a IIUtchine. .A swivel chair to facilitate 
ease in movements was considered essential. Another essential feature in 
centers :for sewing that added comfort was correct height of all equipment 
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depending on the size and body proportions of the person who uses the 
equipment. Tests conducted by Pennsylvania State University (30) found 
that the top of the sewing machine was preferred at a height of twenty-
eight inches from the floor. 
The problems encountered in the cutting area in regard to tab,le 
.he.ight accounted for much "hack-breaking" work (30). The time spent cut-
ting garments and ·other articles often required women to stand for long 
periods of time. The h2ight of the cutting table should be conducive for 
maintaining good posture and thereby conserving energy. Studies have 
found that many women use kitchen tables, bed or floor surfaces to cut 
material. These cutting facilities were often the cause of extreme 
fatigue and strained muscles. A thirty-six inch table, which was found 
to be acceptable for most women during tests at Pennsylvania State Univer--
sity, could lessen body fatigue. To prevent material from slipping off 
the table, the top might be covered with cork as recommended by Slaughter 
(44). 
The importance of the pressing is emphasized by the fact that women 
spend as much time in this area as. at the sewing machine according to 
Fitzsimmons (17). Since sewing requires pres.sing for pleasing results, 
an ironing board and iron are necessary features in a center. As heights 
of ironing boards 0 cannot be established by any known rule-of-the-thumb 
method" adjustable ironing boards are recolI!Illended as an aid to conserve 
energy (33). Individual needs. of women should be -considered for c:om.fort-
able and acceptable ironing board elev.ations. John.son (30) expressed the 
importance of proper conditions for ironing in this way: 
••• because adequate pressing during the construction of a 
garment helps determine the quality of the finished product, 
c·ond it ions of work which enc our age pres.s..ing are des i r.a b le. 
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The need for access.or.ies and supplies vary with individuals yet s t orage 
of a multiplicity of tools for clothing construction is often confusing 
to the women who sew. In a study conducted in Pennsylvania, Johnson (30) 
classified stor.age for supplies and accessories into two groups: 
First was st,orage of items commonly used during construction 
of garments. Such items ne~d to be accessible to the machine 
while in use. Second was general storage, divided into that 
which is active Qr used fre,quently and that which i s inact ive 
and seldom or never used. 
Drawers ft>r storage of items should be deep or shallow de pending on 
the size of supplies to be stored. Planning in the storage area can save 
time by eliminating the need to search for supplies hidden under other 
items. Partitions in drawers could organize small tools and supplies 
which may ,otherwise be misplaced. St,ev.ens (47) noted that organized 
storage is "the best time and patience saver" for women who engage in 
clothing construction. Yet Fish~r (16) noted in 1957 that "most homes 
lack convenient and adequate storage f -or sewing equipment and supplies" . 
A well-organized center for clothing construction in the home could 
offer many advantages to seamstresses. Slaughter (44) summed up the 
importance of pro.viding a well-organized center for clothing construction 
in the home: 
Architects .aJld others who plan or help to plan houses need 
standards for space requir.ement.s of adequate, well--organized 
sewing centers. .All of the tools, e-quipment, .and supplies 
ne.eded by the home seamstress should be located in the sew-
ing area or cent~r. Convenient storage for these items 
should be included in house plans as well aa a well lighted 
area for cutting and sewing, a place for fitting and press.ing 
garments. The need for space standards is urgent whether the 
sewing activity is to be carried on in a sewing r~om or in an 
alcove or c.orner of a room serving a dual purpose. 
The significance of this study is based on the following: (1) the 
findings of Montgomery (36) (38) that women receive home ideas from 
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articles that are fe.atures in magazines; (2) the dearth of information on 
centers of sewing in p.opular women 11 s magazines; and (3) the need for the 
application of principles of work simplification in designing centers for 
clothing construction. 
This study prt;,pos.es to outline somE:i bas.ic and simple guide lines to 
follow in planning a cenb~r for constructl0n 9f garment and household 
furnishings that inco:r::porl:l:te principles which help to facilitate work 
simpliricatipn. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY, PRESENTATION AND ANAL:YSIS OF DATA 
tntroduc t ion 
The problem of the study which was to identify design features in 
centers fo+ c.reating garments and household furnis:hings as pre.sented in 
various publicatiQns was divided into three sub-probl~ms: 
1. To determine through .. ;a. survey of the .:rournal ..Rf Rome 
~conomics the number .of .articles written to emphas:ize 
~nagement of househ.old activities. 
2. To identify, through rese.areh studies conducted by agri-
cultural experiment stations, design fe,atures pertaining 
to c-en te:rs for sewing .such .as equipment, furniture, and 
storage. space. that could e~ntribute to .. ecffective use of 
time and energy. 
3. To analyze articles on centlprs f.or clothing construction 
in the hc,me f,eatur-ed in women's magazine.s. fr.om 1954 
through 1963. 
The. c.hapter i.s divided i11to three parts, cor:r-esponding t.o the three 
sub-problems, in the following manner: 
Part I ,J:Qll.tnal !! Home. ~c1>nomies $:urv,ey 
Part II Identific.!!tion of Ess.eutial De1dgn Featur~s in 
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Centers for Glothing Construction 
Part III Survey of Women's Magazines and Evaluation of 
Recommendations for Centers that Appeared in the 
Magazines 
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Each of the three sections included data on the methodology, presentation 
and analysis. of data, and the interpretation of res u l ts for the three sub-
problems. The method -of including all informat i on on t he fir s t sub-problem 
in part -one was used because although the three- sub-problems comprised the 
main study, the second sub-problem was built on the findings on the first 
sub-problem; the third sub-problem evolved frpm the r es u l ts of the s econd 
sub-problem. 
Part I _Journal ~ ~ Economics Survey 
The Journal of .~ ~conomics was surveyed for a period of fifty 
years, from 1909 through 1959, to determine to what extent the official 
publication for home economists presented inf.ormation and research find-
ings related to: management of diffarent household activities i nclud ing 
sewing. The purposes of the survey were the following : 
1. To count and compare by decade.s the number of articles 
and pages on management of household activities. 
2. To note' and compare tn.rough titl.es of articles what 
emphasis or emphases are placed on man~gement of 
activities in the home. 
3. To note and compare by titles of articles the types ;of 
hous.ehold activities most frequently related to home 
management. 
An instrument was designed to collect inf.ormation deemed important 
to the study. The instrument for recording this information c·onsisted 
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of three main sections namely: (1) articles on management of household 
activities, (2) author's objectives :l:or writing the ;:.:trticle, and (3) man-
agerial problems of th-e home. A check list wa.s then formulated with 
three main variables to record tb,e data: 
1. Types .pf household activities 
a., General household activities (articles that did not 
r-elate to specific home duties) 
b. Specific hou.sehold activities such as 
I. Meal preparation 




2. Author's. objectiv,es fer writing article. 




c. Me.thods t>f w@rk 
d. E:l:ficiency in th.e household 
e. Others 
A pilot study was made to de.termine if the check list contained the 
ne.cessary i\tems to e,olle~t the: needep. inf orma.tion. 
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The Pilot Study 
The Journal 2f ~ Economics was surveyed from 1909 through 1913 for 
a five year study on articles dealing with management of household activ-
ities. A check list was used to record the data. 
The table of con.tents· in each of the monthly issues of the journal 
was perused to determine if any articles featured management of hou.s.ehold 
activities. For each issue that did not contain a table of contents, a 
page by page survey was conducted. The titles that seemed to pertain to 
the subject of management in the home were studied in light of the items 
contained in the check list. After each annual volume was surveyed, the 
recordings on the check list were reviewed for accuracy in order to elim-
inate possible errors. 
The five year survey revealed that numerous articles on mana.gement 
of household activities were included in the Journal of ~ Economics. 
The original plan to include author's objectives. was eliminated because 
of the fact that many of the purposes were difficult to ascertain. All 
articles tha:t did not include some aspect of management of household 
activities and all articles that did not state in the title some aspect 
of management were omitted from the study. Only fea.tured articles listed 
in the table of contents were studied in the final survey. The reason 
for this was that usually a featured article gave information about thlS 
author and the topic under discussion was fully developed. Very short 
articles which were not listed in most of the table of contents and 
usually gave no indication to the author's education or position were 
not counted in the fifty-ye~r survey. During the pilot study there 
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appeared a need to include the numbe-r of pages of each .a:rtiele recorded 
in the check list in order that the extent of the information found could 
be compared more accurately. The number of pages in any one year or decade 
could then be compared with other similar ~eriods. 
The above points brought out in the pilot study were used to revise 
the check list for recording findings during the study. Periods -of ten 
years were used to record the data from the survey. The periods were 
divid~d in the following manner: 
(a) 1909 through 1919 
(b) 1920 through 1929 
(c) 1930 through 1939 
(d) 1940 through 1949 
(e) 1950 through 1959 
Four tables were used to record the data obtained from the survey of 
the Journal of Home Rconomics. The tables were classified into the follow-· . -- . 
ing four main po.ints.: (1) total number of article,s and pages on manage.-
~ent of household activities, (2) number of articles and pages pertaining 
to both general home activities and specific household activities, (3) 
analysis of articles. on specific household activities, (4) analysis of 
articles on both general household activities and .specific household activ-
ities . with regard to main emph,;t.sis as stated in titles . 
The data collected wer.e compared in ten year int~rvals fo,r the follow-
ing information: (1) number of articles and number of pages, (2) number 
of articles on gen.er.al household activities and the number of articles on 
specific household activities, (3) number and kind of specific household 
lioctivities mentioned in the artie.les., (4) number and type.s of managerial 
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probl~ms emphasized in home duties. 
Presentation and Analysis of Data and Interpretation 
of Results 
The Journal of Home Economics Wq..S surveyed to determine the number of 
articles related to ~nagement of household activities and the number of 
pages. devoted to each. The .study was limited to a fifty-year period, from 
1909 through 1959. Information on the number of articles and page's deal-
ing with management of activities in the home that appeared in the journal 
was shown in Table I. 
TABLE I 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ARTICLES AND PAGES ON MANAGEMENT OF 
HOUSEHOLD DUTIES THAT APPEARED IN THE JOURNAL OF 
HOME ECONOMICS FROM 1909 THROUGH 1959 
1909 1920 1930 1940 1950 
Years. 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 Totals 
Articles 5 4 3 5 7 24 
Pages 26 24 27 20 34 131 
The period from 1950 throµgh 1959 contained the largest number of articles, 
seven in all. In comparison, the 1930's contained the least number of 
articles, only three. From 1920 through 1939, a twenty-year span, a low 
of only seven articles was found. 
The years from 1949 through 1949 showe.d five featured articles. A 
total of twenty-four articles on management in household activities were 
counted in th~ fifty-year peri-od. The .average number of articles per 
ten-year period was almost five (4.8). 
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Table I (page 31) also included the number of pages de~oted to the 
management of household activities. The number .o.f pages. for four ten-year 
periods from 1909 through 1949 ranged from twenty to twenty-seven. An 
increase in the number of pages. was noted in the 1950's when the count 
reached thirty-four pages during one--fourth of the time. The average 
number of pages in each ten-year period for the fifty-year survey was 
slightly over twenty-1.six (26. 2). The number ranged from a low of twenty 
to a high of thirty-four pages for the fifty years . 
Table II (page 33) classified the total of twenty-four articles and 
131 pages into two types of household activities - gen~al and specific. 
Information in the table referred to the number of articles and pages in 
periods of ten years. The distinction between the two typ~s of household 
activities was dependent on the type of activity mentioned in the title 
of the article. All artic.les studied which did not state in the title 
a specific household activity such as ~l preparation, sewing or clean-
ing, were classified as general household activities . 
The number of articles dealing with general household act ivities 
ranged from a low of none in the 1930 1 $ to a high of five in 1909 through 
1919. The average number of articles pertaining to general household 
l;lctivities was over two (2.4) for each decade. The numbers ranged from 
a low of none in the 1930's to a high .of t~nty-.six pages in the 1909 
through 1919 period. The average number of pages on general household 
activities for a ten-year period was almost twelve (11 . 8). 
The second part of Table II (page 33) was concerned with spe~ifi·c 
household activities. The average number of articles in a decade was 
-over two {2.4). The range in the number of articles that appeared during 
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TABLE II 
TOTAL NUMBER OF ARTICLES ON GENERAL HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES AND 
SPECIFIC HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES THAT APPEARED IN THE 
JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS FROM 1909 THROUGH 1959 --
1909 1920 1930 1940 19.50 
Years 1919 1929 1959 1949 1959 Totals 
General Household 
Activities 
Articles 5 2 0 1 4 12 
Pages 26 11 0 2 20 59 
Specific Hous.ehold 
Activities 
Article,s 0 2 3 4 3 12 
Pages 0 13 27 18 14 72 
the fifty years was from none in 1909 through 1919 to f~ur articles in the 
l940's. The table showed that the 1909 through 1919 peri.od contained five 
articl~s on general household activities whil~ not one &rticle appeared 
.on any specific household activit;ies. In the l930's the highest number 
of pages was twenty-seven. The av~rage number ~f ~ges per ten-year period 
was over fourteen (14.4). 
The number of specific household dutie& listed in Table II were 
grouped in Table III under six spe_c ific household functions, namely: 
dis.hwashing, fp.od preparation, house cleaning, ir:1;ming, laundering and 
sewing. The range of articles written on specific housep.old activities 
went from a high count of five for food preparation to a low of one for ,. 
both sewing an-d house cleaning. The five ~rticles dealing with food pre-
pa,ration seemed t .o point up that more emphasis was given t o this area th.an 
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TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES ON SPECIFIC HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES THAT 
APPEARED IN THE JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS 
FROM 1909 THROUGH.1959 
1909 1920 1930 1940 1950 
Years 1919 1929 1939 1949 1959 Totals 
Dishwashing 0 0 1 1 0 2 
Food Preparation 0 0 1 2 2 5 
House Cleaning 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Ironing 0 0 0 1 0 1 
Laundering 0 0 1 0 1 2 
Sewing 0 1 0 0 0 1 
To.ta ls 0 2 3 4 3 12 
any of the other home duties. The findings seemed to agree with Gross (22) 
and Slaughter (44) in that much emphasis. is given to research on food pre-
paration. The similarity between the findings of other research and this 
study seemed to imply that the survey of th~ .Journal ~ ~ E.conomics was. 
one way to determine the e,lllphasis placed on management of household activ-
ities. 
The emphases on management of the gener.al and specif ic household 
activities were shown in Table IV (page 35). There appeare d eight emphases, 
taken from the titles of the articles, which were the following: fatigue 
1;3tudies, energy expenditures, motion studies, space requirements:, time, 
work simplification an.d manageme.nt. The range of total number of artkles 
in decades was from a high of seven with emphasis on time to a low of one 
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each f,or motion stadias and space requirem:ents. The high number of 
articles ca,:icerned with time seemed to point out that women in the home 
are concerned with time and that time is an important problem of homemakers. 
Both Hunter (27) and Mahoney (34) recognized l:!,lso thl:l.t time is one of the 
"greatest pro,blem.s facing homemakers". The next concentration of emphasis 
was in the .area of manage111ent. Five articles emphasized some aspect of 
management in the home. The emphasis on management seemed to verify that 
management is a major problem of homemakers as· stated .also by Hillman (24). 
Articles written on studies- of fattgt;te .in htmsehold activities were found 
in the 1920's, 1940's and 1950's. Three articles also stressed energy 
expenditures of women in performing household duties. Work simplification, 
introduced into the home during World War II, appeared in the titles of 
four articles during the 1940's. 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES AS TO MAIN EMPHASIS IN BOTH GENERAL AND SJ>ECIFIC 
HOUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES THAT APPEAR.ED IN TIIE JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS 
FROM 1909 THROUGH 1959 --
1909 ' 1920 1930 1940 1950 
Years 1919 ],9.29 1939 1949 1959 . Totals 
Fatigue Studie-s 0 1 0 1 1 3 
'Energy Expenditure 0 2 0 0 1 3 
Motion Studies 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Space Requirements 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Time 2 0 2 0 3 7 
Work S imp 1 if icat ion 0 0 0 4 0 4 
Management 3 0 1 0 1 5 
Totals 5 4 3 5 7 24 
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The number of articles dealing with management of house.hold activities 
during a period of fifty years was only twenty-four. But because only 
articles with titles pertaining to management in house.hold activities were 
counted in the study does not mean that other articles dealing with the 
same topic were not written. Some articles included in the journal on 
household management did not mention the fact in the title. The three 
articles on fatigue- studies and the thre,e on energy expenditures seemed 
to stress that energy is also an isBue with homemakers. The one article 
on activities of s ewing did not provide adequate information because the 
article appeared in the 1920's and since that time some changes have 
occurred as a result of the technological developments. The fact that 
articles did emphasize management, time, energy, and work simplification 
per.haps indicated that women are conce_rned with such pr0-blems. 
The survey of the Journ~l ~f ~ Ec.1;momics fr001 1909 through 1959 
brought to light that only twenty-four featured articles dealt directly 
with management of household activities. Yet the number of articles 
studied did point out the variety of problems that t:ould confront women 
in managing household activities. Many of the problems facing women in 
performing activities in the home could also pertain to activities in the 
construction of garments and household furnishings. It was- interesting 
to note the number of articles :cm .organization of centers f.or sewing in 
the home since some recent research was conducted in this area at experi-
ment stations. Since the journal is a professional maga~ine, the limited 
number of articl~s on management in sewing might possibly have several 
reasons namely: (1) articles dealing with sewing in th~ h.om.e were included 
in the magazine but were not counted in the study becaus.e the titles did 
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not inchide s,ome .aspect of manageme.nt of this home activity; (2) the 
Journal i:>f. Home E;conomics, coneerne.d with all phases of family and home, 
is not able to emphasize to any great extent all problems that might con--
front families; (3} the artkles are written for educat0,r$'., teachers, and 
lay persons of div-ers.e interests •. 
The first sub-problem, to determine to what extent the Official pub-
lication for the home ~ton:omists in .Journal .£!. H'()me E;co~~mi.cS' presented 
inform.ati~n and re.search findings related to management .of different 
household activities. including sewing, brought Ont siiirviaral significant 
findings. The twenty":"'four articles dealing with manage.mi;mt of hou.sehold 
activities se,e~d to indicate that. such biformation was of considerable 
interest to the r~a:ders.. Yet there appeared only one article in th~ 1920's 
on management in ~ctivities of sewing. Glothin.g const;ruction was .an activ-
ity performed by many women in t.he hC>me and the possibility that the same 
frustrations ass:ociated with other household activities could easily be 
also related to activitie.s 0£ sewing. 
The problems of management brought out in the firs.t sub,a.probl~m were 
discussed in relation to the. second ,sub-.pt:obleJil that Of the identifica-
tion of design features: in cent~rs. f:Gt creative construction conc~rned 
with principles of work simplifii!:at.ion. 
Part II Identification .of E.saential Diesign Features in 
Centers for GlQ-thing Constructiipn 
The second sub-problem present~<! the. identifitlation .of desirable 
features in ,eent~,rs for clQthing emtst:i:uction in the home which fa;cili .... 
tate the use .l;).f prineiple.s .of Wf(>rk simplification. The chapteir is divid~d 
into sections on the methodology, presentation and analysis of data and 
the interpretation of results. 
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A survey of the Jour~l .£!. Home ~conomics revealed that women were 
faced with definite problems of managing household a ct i vities . Conserva-
tion of time and energy in performing duties in the home wer·e emphasized 
in th.e study. Sewing, like other home activities, wa,s an activity exe-
cuted in the home by many wpmen without re·gard for organization of equip-
ment, suppli.es and storage space (44) . Of the many homemaker s who enjoy 
clothing construction, few have a planned center designe.d for such activ-
ities (37). The availability of varied supplies and equ i pment often con-
fuse the women who . sew. The confusion results in maki ng what could be an 
enjoyable activity into a tiresome task. 
The second sub-problem discussed equipment, furniture and storage 
spollce considered essential for planning a center for sewing. The recom-
mendations could be used as a guide for better organization of all equip-
ment for clothing construction. 
Methodology 
The underlying purposes of the problem were the following: 
1. To. determine through previous research needed areas for 
various activities of clothing const;ruction. 
2. To list essential equipment, furniture, and storage space 
needed for centers. 
3. To identify additional features that might result in more 
effective organization of centers f .or sewing. 
The method selected to study the. problem of the ide:ntific.ation of 
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design features in centers for clothing construction was to peruse liter-
ature for information on centers for sewing. Data developed through 
research and published by the agricultural experiment stations were used 
as a basis f .or ide'ntifying the features. The researchers in the stations 
were concerned with the problems faced by homemakers engaged in clothing 
construction. Therefore, the information published by the stations was 
based on research conducted in different se~tions of the country. 
Wiesendanger (50) noted that studies at the agricultural stations 
in the area of research in housing were few in number before 1946. Prior 
to that year, studies on family needs and problems in regard to hous ing 
were conducted by home economists. The largest number of projects in any 
one year before 1946 was thirteen. This number included research by grad-
uate students working toward masters' degrees. 
It was not until the passage of the Researc·h and Marketing 
Act in 1946 that regil;mal co-operative research on the hous-
ing problems of families as it is known today had its begin-
ning (50). 
As a contrast to the low figure of thirteen projects in one year before 
1946, forty-eight studies on housing were reported in 1947. The great 
need for investigating problems of the family in re lat ion to the, home 
situation became apparent when older homes were renovated to keep pace 
with changing conditions. The large number of homes built after the 
Second World War _also neces-aitated more rese,arch into housing needs and 
problems . Many home,s built .at the time were so small in size that f-llcil-
ities and space were inadequate for the performance of activities of the 
average family. Wiesendanger (50) recognized in 1956: 
This trend toward smaller homes make.a it vital that we discov~r 
and make available to- architects, contractors, and families 
basic information regarding minimum adequate space requirements 
for carrying on all household activities effectively and for 
storing supplies and equipment in accordance with good manage-
ment principles and the needs, goals, and values of families. 
Some of the investigators in the different re_gions co-operating on 
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research in housing studied problems confronted by homemakers in perform-
ing household duties. Ce_rtain specific tasks were investigated in length 
to make available minimum adequate space required for per formance of such 
functions in the home. Studies were also conducted to leJ:i:rn "how the 
activities overlap and relate to each o.ther" (51) in regard to the use 
of common space for several varied activities. Wiesendanger (51) recognized 
the importance of housing research in relation to home management: 
This research in housing, since it is being related to. manage-
ment, will doubtless result in homes that will encourage more 
effective management. 
Some research was conducted by several state agricultural experiment 
stations for mor~ effective management of centers for home sewing. The 
fact that each state's pro.gram in the experiment stations was concerned 
with "problems, interests, and needs" (35) of citizens in each state 
seemed to indicate that prbl>lems arising from performance of activities 
of dressmaking wa.s a concern to homemakers in many states. 
The data collected from research conducted at the agricultural experi-
ment stations were used to identify design features in centers f.or garment 
construction that could be applied to varied home situations. The essen-
tial areas in a center for s-ewing were defined in a study conducted in 
1954 by the Western Regional RMA Project W--8 (44) and published by the 
Montana State College Agricultural Experiment Station. The following 
states participated in the investigation: ArizQna, California, Montana, 
Utah, and Washington. Th-e Bureau of Human Nutrition and Home Economics 
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and the United States Depa(['tment of Agricultur~ also Co-Qperated in the 
study. The fact that six states and a national research agency collabor-
ated in the s.tudy was one evidence that problems of centers for sewing 
seemed to be one consideration of the experiment stations. 
The needed areas for sewing in the home defined in the Western Regional 
Study were grouped in the following manner: 
(a) a storage area for small sewing equipment, 
(b) a cutting area, 
(c) an area for s~wing at the ma-chine, 
(d) ,an ar-e-a for sewing by hand at a height which would permit 
the oper,ator to sit comfortably-, 
(e) an area for press:ing, 
(f) a fitting area, and 
(g) an ar-ea for storing large piec-es of equipment and garments 
under construction (44). 
The above findings were used to list areas needed in a center for sewing 
in the home. Two of the seven areas (an area for sewing at the machine 
and an area for sewing by hand at a height which would permit the ,operator 
to sit comfortably) were combined into one area for the following reasons: 
(1) some work formerly done by hand is now done on the machine to save 
time and energy; (2) some wnmen sewed by hand sitting at the machine; (3) 
some women did handwork elsewhere in the home. Slaughter (44) stated th~t 
"hand sewing may be done at timeg when the home.maker is free to sit with 
her family or other persons'~. Therefore six areas needed f-t;>r clothing 
constructi-on w~re conside_re:d in establishing a criteria to investigate 
the effectiveness of design features in centers for sewing. 
The criteria were then developed taking into account the essential 
areas in a center for sewing. Items such aa furniture, e:quipment and 
supplies needed in th~ areas were includ~d in the list of design features 
f.or cente-rs of sewing. The criteria were then used to deveh>p a c-heck 
list to evaluate -centers that appeared in six popular women's magazines 
during 1954 through 1963. The pres.entatLon and analysis of data gave 
reasons why the items. selected were considered important tt;> include in 
planning a place in the home for clothing construction. 
Presentation and Analysis of Data and 
Interpretatitm t>f Results 
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The ob.ject of the second sub-pr:oblem was_ to idE?ntify d~s ign features 
in cen.ters for clothing ct;mstruction in t~ hnme that could contribute to 
conservati(m of energy ~nd time. Rese,arch conducted by the state :agricul-
tural experiment stations were use_d for information on identification of 
essential design features. 
Design of centers f ,or clothing construction was difficult to id'entify 
because of the fact that women possess varied habits of work, go.als and 
values which tend to influence what ·could be included in .a center for sew~ 
ing. Therefore, the guide lines esta])lished were daemed necessary for 
the majority of women who enjay working with fabrics., patterns and acc-es:s--
or ies. 
The criteria wer-e. c001.posed of (1) needed are,as, (2) eSB"ential equip-
ment, and (3) important additLonal details. The firs-t section de'aling 
with necessary· areas in centers .se_eme:d to demand enumeration of ese,ential 
equipment for each area. Each area called f ·or specific equipment. There-
fore, the se.cond part of the- criteria: listed e-ssen t ial equipment and a 
third se.ction w..;ts made up of imp-ortant additional features. The fifteen 
items include·d in the criteria w~re the foll.owing: 
Weeded Areas 
1 .• Area for sewing 
2. Area for cutting 
3. Area for pres$ing 
4. Area for fitting 
5. Area for storing s,ma.11 equipment ,and 
6. Area for storing large equipment and 
Essential Equipmel).t 
7. Sewing machine 
8. Cutting table 
9. Ironing board 
10. Mirror 
11. Miscellaneous supplies and equipment 
Important Additional Details 
12. Swivel chair 
13.. Chair with back rest 
.14. Drawers of different depths 




The sewing machine area is the center o.f activity in clothing con-
struction. Often the need to sit for long periods of time requires a 
comfo.rta-ble chair that fits the body proportions of the. seamstress. 
Therefore, tw:o details .were included in. the ~riteria -a swivel chair and a 
chair with a back rest. Fishe.r (16), Slaughter (44), and Bos (13) all 
recommended a swive 1 chair. Bos also sugge.s.ted a chair witl:l some t,ype of 
back r'est. 
The time spent in the pressing area a:nd t.he sewing machi~ area are 
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equal according to Fitzsimmons (17), therefore emphasis should be given to 
each area . In the area for fitting, a mirror, preferably one that is full-
length,was recommended by Slaughter (44) and Smith (46) . The two areas 
for storage - one for small supplies and equipment .and another for larger 
ite_ms ~ were mentioned beca,use of the many supplies used during clothing 
construction. The need to organize such items seemed essential according 
to Fisher (16) who noted: "Most homes lack convenient and adequate stor-
age for s ewing equipment and supplies." Another important aspect of plan-
ning for storage space was that shelves and drawers should be designed to 
hold specific items. Shallow and deep drawers and shelves seemed important 
considerations because of the variety of sizes and shapes of items stored. 
Partition features in drawers helped to organize small items and supplies. 
Therefore drawers and shelves with such characteristics were included in 
the criteria established to identify design features in centers for sewing 
in the home, 
The criteria established were used to analyze the centers for sewing 
that appeared in six women's magazin~s during a ten year p~riod. 
\ 
Part ;nI 
of Chapter III deals with the evaluation. 
Part III Survey of Women's Magazines and Eva1U~tion of 
Recommendations for Centers that Appeared in the Magazine 
The third sub- pr-oblem was to investigate and evaluate recommendations 
for centers for clothing construction in ~he hom.e that appeared in women's 
magazines from 1954 through 1963. The following purposes of the survey 
were: 
1. To count .and compare in per iods of two years the number 
of articles on centers for clothing construction that 
appeared in a decade, in six magazines. 
2. To note and compare in periods of two years the total 
number of centers featured in each magazine. 
3. To evaluate through written information and illustra-
tions the centers for sewing published in the women's 
magazines. according to the criteria previously developed. 
Methodology 
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The 1963 edition of The Working P.ress .£!. the ~ation was consulted 
for information as to which magazines, published in the United States, 
could be considered typical women's magazines. This publication was also 
used for the following reasons: (1) the edition contained information on 
a.11 magazines published in the· United States; (2) the periodicals listed 
were classified into two large divisions .- professional and consumer; 
(3) the magazines listed under each division were classified in groups depend-
ing on subject matter of the magazinej and (4) information was included on 
topical features of the magazines, description of people who read the 
magazines and .circulation features.. The magazines that might contain 
information on centers for clothing construction in the home were classi-
fied under two headings namely: (1) Women's Magazines, .and (2) Home Inter-
est and Garden. 
The following criteria were established t.o select women's magazines 
that were listed under the two above headings to survey for information 
on centers for clothing construction. 
1. Non-professional magazine. 
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4. Dir.acted toward hom.emakers recognized or- appar~nt needs. 




d. Public lib>;.a.ries 
e. Wai ting ro$1D.S 
4. Published within the l,Ut ten y~r p~riod, 1954 thrpogh 
1963. 
The following ma:gazin¢s were j~lected for the sur'i(ey b~cause each of 








The Amer iean Home 
~·-.· :~ 
aetter Homes! Gard~ns 
Family Cirele 
House .. Beautiful 
Ladie,s' Htime Journal ··- ·~ ._. 
Mc~ll's 
Parent's 118,~zine 
could not be sec:ur-ed f-or the )?~ipd of te-n years .. 
The survey of the six magaz.ines w:as conducted page by- );)age for an 
accu.rate account .of the numbeir ;of f.eatura;:l a.rticles writ~ ,Qn centers for 
clothing construction. Art:i.f;':~$, writte-:n ,on -Qthe-r subj~Ct$ which included 
illustraticms of a,re~s fo.r $~w-tng ·'ffl:lre not ~ounte.d iu t,~ .survey. The 
study was confined to ~rtiele:s that w~re_ dite:ctly e.on~me._d with. cent~ts 
for home sewing. 
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Each article that dealt with centers for clothing cons.truction was 
then evaluated using the crite·ria established in the .second sub-problem. 
The criteria listed items considered necessary for conservation of time 
and energy in centers for sewing. A check list was used during the sur-
vey to evaluate each center. The check list contained the fifteen design 
features deemed important to include in centers for garment construction 
in regard to principles of work simplification. 
Many of the women whs;> enjoy creating fashionable. ga:rments as well as 
household furnishings eome from vat'ied ho.me situations. Therefore, items 
some seamstresses would want to include in a center would no.t necessarily 
be desired by .other w?111en. The habits of work, values and goals of the 
women would definitely have some eHe-ct .,on the design features -of a center 
for .sewing. In light of the difficulty in setting rigid standards for 
planning centers for creative garment constru~tion, the following system 
was used to score the c~ters. 
1. One point was given to each of the fifteen items listed 
in the eriteria that was illustrated in th.e centers. 
2. One point was also giv.en t-o each ite.m that received 
additional written informatis;>n in tb.e .artie-le. 
Since fifteen items were considered in the judging -0f the centers, the. 
highest possible score .each center could receive was. thirty points. 
Pr~S'ent4tion .and Analysis· of Data .and 
Interpretation of Results 
The third sup-problem entailed a survey .of women's magazines to investi-
gate the information on -center·s for- dres$making in the home-. The cent~rs 
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found in the publications were then evaluated using criteria established 
in the second sub-problem. The six magazines surveyed for a decade, from 
1954 to 1963, were the following: The American Home, Better Homes & Gar-......_.. . . .........,.._ ·--
~. House Beautiful, Ladies' Home .:TournaJ, McCall's and Parent's Maezine. 
During the survey, a count was taken pf the articles that dealt with 
centers for sewing in the home. Table V showed the information as to the 
number -of articles found in each of the women':s magazines surveyed. Only 
seven articles w-ere directly concerned with centers for clothing eonstructi9n. 
TABLE V 
NUMBER OF ARTICLES ON CENTERS FOR CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION 
THAT APPEARED IN SIX WOMEN'S MA.GAZINES OVER A DECADE 
1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 Ten Year Years 1955 1957 1959 1961 1963 Totals 
~ American Home 2 0 0 1 0 3 ----
Better Homes & Gardens 0 1 0 1 0 2 
!louse ~eautiful 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Ladies' Home Jour~al 0 0 0 0 0 0 
McCall's 0 1 0 0 0 1 
Parent's ~a&azin.e 1 0 0 0 0 1 
TWO YEAR TOTAI.S 3 2 0 2 0 
T]~N YEAR_ TOTAL 7 
The period fr.om 1954 to 1955 c.ontaine.d the thr-e-e .articles which wa.A the 
highest recorde-d number ~r .any two year period. The periods froill 1956-
1957 and 1960...1961 ,c.pnta!ne,d only two .articles each. In two p.eripds ~f 
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two years each, 1958-1959 and 1962-1963, there appeared no .article s on 
centers for sewing in the home. The average number of ..articles found in 
each Qf the six magazines for the ten years was slightly over one (1.2). 
~ American Home contained the highest number o.f articles over the 
decade. Better R~s _! Gardens presented two featured articles on centers 
for clothing construction;. Mc.Gall ' .s and Faren~' s Magazine featured only 
..one article each. There w.ere not any articles directly pertaining to cen-
ters for sewing in two publications namely: House Beautiful and Ladies' 
~ ,Journal. 
Since many women do not have rnom to stor.e magazines from year to 
year, there se.emed t0, be little indication from the survey that informa-
tion could be easily available to homemakers who need help in designing 
c,enters. The fact that no article appeared in any ·of the six women's 
magazines during the 1962- 1963 period seemed to indicate .a nee d to in-
elude some information on centers. Settle (42) stated that four-fifths 
of the total population of homemake-rs in the United States engage in sew-
ing. This fact alone seemed to strengthen the need to include sane 
information on centers for sewing in the home. 
Montgomery (36) found that some college students, when asked during 
a study where they planned to receiv.e, "good ideas" f .or furnishing. a first 
. home, reported from women's magazines. Eighty-one per cent planned to 
receive help fr.om such publications. But the findings received from the 
survey of the six magazines seemed to point up a minimum .amount of informa.-
tion in the publications. 
Table VI (page 50) contained the scores received by the seven articles 
in regard to the evaluation of the centers. The American Home contained - · -
TABLE VI 
ANALYSIS OF ARTICLES ON CENTERS FOR CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION IN THE HOME THAT APPEARED IN 
SIX WOMEN'S MAGAZINES OVER A DECADE FROM 1954 THROUGH 1963 
THE AMERICAN BETTER HOMES PARENT'S TOTAL . 
Mag~z~nes . . ' HOME ' & GARDENS .McCALL'S MAGAZINE POINTS 
Yeats . . · 54' .. 55' 61;' 56' 61' 56' 54' 
.-~ * Points---~ * Points * Points - -- - -* Pofnts 
ITEMS CONSIDERED IN EVALUATION 
Storage. Area- smal I equipment 2 2 2 2-2 2 2 l-2 17 
CU t ting Area 2 2 1 2--0 2 0 ~2 11 
Sewing Area 1 2 2 2-2 2 2 1-2 16 
Pres"s:ing Area 0 0 0 0-0 2 0 0-1 3 
Fitting Area. 1 1 0 0-0 0 0 1-.2 5 
Storage Area-4.ar-ge equip~ent 0 0 0 0-0 2 0 0-2 4 
Swiv.el Cb.air 0 0 1 0-0 0 0 0-l 2 
Sewing Machine 2 2 2 2-2 2 2 1~2 17 
Ironing Board 0 0- 0 0-0 2 0 0-2 4 
Cutting Table 2 2 1 2-0 2 0 0-2 11 
Mirror 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0-2 2 
Miscellaneous Supplies 2 2 2 2-2 2 2 l-,2 17 
Ch.air ·with Back Rest 1 0 1 1-1 2 1 1-2 10 
Drawers-Different Depths 2 2 2 2~2 0 2 1-1 14 
Drawers-Partition Features 2 0 2 o .. o 0 2 0-0 6 
TOTAL POINTS 17 15 16 15-.-11 20 13 7-25 139 
* Points 1 point for items illus;rated 





three articles that were evaluated for design features; Better Homes ! 
Gardens featured two articles in the period of ten years but as the 1956 
article presented two different illustrations on centers, two scores were 
recorded for the article; McCall's contained only one article and J?arent' s 
Magazine featured one .article which pre-sented two centers and therefore 
two scores were noted fi;,r the 1954 article. 
Parent's Magazine in 1954 featured a: center faor sewing that received 
a high scor~ -of twenty-five out 9f a po.ssible thirty points. In the same 
article another -center was shown which receiveo. only seven points. The 
low score recorded was perhaps be-cause the center was originally illus-
trated in .a 1951 article .and was just reproduced for the 1954 article. 
The next highest score, twenty points, was given to a 1961 article in 
Better~! qardens. The remaining centers analyzed ranged from a 
high of sevent~en points to a low of eleven points. The average points 
compiled by the. nine c .enters that were .evaluated was over fifteen (15.4). 
As the pi;,ss.ible score was thirty, the low .of over fifteen points se~med 
to indicate that some centers lacked essential items for performance of 
the various activities involved in c-lo-thing construction. 
In Table VI the number Qf points received in each of the fifteen 
items were totaled to study the features that appeared most and Least in 
the centers. The rang.e f.or each item considered in the analysis was from 
a high score .o-f seventeen to a low score of two. Seventeen points were 
accumulated in three specific items namely: (1) sewing machine, (2) mis-
cellaneous supplies, and (3) storage area for small equipment. Sixteen 
points were giv.en in the ar<.ea of the sewing machine activity. This sc.ore 
corresponds saemingly with seventeen t-ot.al points rece ived f-or- the- sewing 
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machine item. Fourteen points were recorded for drawers with shallow and 
deep features. In contrast only six points were given to drawers with 
partition features. The diff(;lrence in points received seemed to point 
out that centers illustrated gave more consideration to drawer ~pths 
than to partition features. The fitting area received only five points 
whereas the mirror for the fitting area receive<l a low of two. The differ -
ence in total score would mean possibly that the fitting area did not in-
clude a mirror -()r that more attention was given to the area instead of 
the ess.ential equipment. In the storage for large equipment su-ch as 
ironing boards, dress forms and irons, four points were recorded. The 
great contrast between the recorded seventeen points fo.r small storage 
items and the low four points for large items seems to indic.ate that more 
emphasis was plt;iced on storage for small miscellaneous supplies. The 
ironing board collected four points while the pressing area received only 
three points . Fitzsimmons (17) recognized that as. much time is spent in 
pressing as in sewing at the machine. The low scores for the ironing 
board and the pre ssing ar-ea indicated little emphasis was given to the 
pressing activity. The swivel chair r~ceived only two points. 
The analysis of the centers contained in popular women's magazines 
pointed to sev~ral indications :namely: (1) machines, sewing supplies and 
storage spa.ce for small miscell.aneous supplies received the most atten-
tion in the illustrated centers; (2) the swivel chair and th.e mirror re-
ceived the least attention. Yet according to the information published 
by the experiment stations, the items given the least .attention seeme<l 
necessary in order to better manage time and energy. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
The problem undertaken w~s an exploratory study to analyze design 
features in centers for- clothing construction in the home a:s presente.d 
in six WQmen's mag.azin.e.s. The three sub-problems identified in the study 
were: (1) to determine thr.ough a survey of the Journal .2f. Ho~e Econo~ics 
what emphasis (if any) was pla,ced on management of household activities 
with emphasis on .activities of sewing; (2) to, identify through researech 
conducted by agricultur.al experiment stations, the design features per-
taining to centers for sewing that coul-0 contribute to effective use of 
time and energy; (3) to investigate and ev~luate pl.an,s and information 
c.ontained in article-son centers of sewing that appe4red in six women's 
magazines from 1954 through 1963. 
The purp:oses of the first sul:>-problem were: (1) to count .and com-
pare by decades th:e nun1be-r of ~rticles and pages on manageme,nt nf house-
hold duties; (2) t.o note and com~re through titles of articles emphasis 
or emphases pla,ced on management 1;>f hf)me- duties; (3) t.o note an.d compare 
thr.ough the titles 'Of the articles the type,s ~f household activities most 
frequently related to. hQID.e management. The three purposes of the second 
sub-problem wer,-e: (1) t~ determine areas needed for v-arious .actiyities 
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of .sewing; (2) to list and identify ess.ential equipment, furniture a:nd 
st or.age space needed for centers; (3) to identify additional features 
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tbat might result in effective organization in activities of clothing con-
structi.on. The purpo.ses of the third sub-problem were: (1) to count .and 
c()lllpare in periods of two years the number of articles on cent'e:I'1J that 
a:ppeared in ten years; (2) to note and compare in periods of two, years, 
the total number "°f ,centers of sewing featured in ,each magazine; (3) to 
a:nalyze data both written and illustt.ated in .articles describing cent.{;lrs 
for clothing construction published in th.e magazines surveyed. 
Two hypotheses tested in the s.tudy wer'e: (1) many plans and rec.om-
mendations f.&r centers .of sewing in the home which are published in women's 
magazines do not include essentiaJ furniture, e·quipment and storage space 
necessary for .effectiv.e management of time· and energy; (2) .articles giv-
ing information about centers for c19thing construction in the h(Jne pub-
lishe<l in women's magazines are f'ew in number. 
Assumpt~ns basic tp the study were: (1) many -of the women today 
are employed ~utside tb.e h~ .and theref.ore time and energy should be con-
se-rved in view of family-w.ork-couununity responsibilities; (2) creative 
~l1>thing construetion is a means f.or s.ome hQmemakers to expr.es,a individual 
talents; (3) the activities of creating garments and househ-old furnishings 
.are performed in the home by many women. 
The study of <le.sign features in eente-rs for sewing in the- hQme w.as 
limited to the following: (1) a survey of the .:[ournal of H~ E;CQnomics 
from 1909 through 1959; (2) the establishment of criteria based on re-
search findings for analyzing center.a fc:>r sewing; (3) a sury;ey of six 
women's magazines, Th,e _American~' Be:tter FIQmeS ! Gard·~ns, Hoq.se 
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~eautiful, I.,adies' ~ Journal, McCall's and Parent's ~flgaz;ine published 
from 1954 through 1963. 
Conclusions 
The literature .and the research reviewed by this study seemed to 
point out th.at the lack of centers f .or sewing in the home is .a problem 
for many homemakers. Research conducted by state agricultural experiment 
stations indicated that investigations on centers for- clothing con.struc-
tion would be o.f value to the homemaker. The survey of the Journal .£! 
!Jome Economics indicated that conservation ,of ttme and energy through ~---·---·---
better management -Of household activities was a concern to home economists. 
Design features in centers that could aid homemakers to better man-
.agement of actiyities of clothing construction were the following fifteen 
items: (1) area for sewing, (2) area for cutting, (3) -area for pr-essing, 
(4) area for fitting, (5) .area for storing snall equipment and supplies, 
(6) area for storing large equipment and supplies, (7) sewing machine, 
(8) cutting table, (9) ironing b1>ard, (lOJ mirror, (11) miscellane.ous 
supplies and e.quipment, (12) swi,r:e.l chair, (13) chair with back rest, 
(14) drawers of different depths, (15) drawers with par-t.ition features. 
'l'he fifteen items, that niade up t .he criteria to analyze c-ent~rs presented 
in magazines' wer·e- deemed importmit considerations. in center.a for- cloth-
big construction and -&v.:0lved from raaearch condtJ;cted at the exp.eriment 
st~tions. 
The survey of the .six women'.s magazine.a revealed that TI);e ~rican 
~ presented the highest numb~r .. of articles on center.a dur-ing the decade 
surv.eyed as three articles contained suc.h information. Two roa.gazines, 
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House aeautiful and Laqies' Home Jc;mrnal did not contain any articles Qn - . ---- ------
centers for clothing construction. During the 1962-1963 period not any 
of the six magazines surveyed presented arti-cles on centers for sewing. 
The average number of articles that appeared in each o.f the six magazines 
during a period of ten years was: slightly over one (1.2). The hypotheses 
that information ,on ,centers for clothing construction in the home published 
in women's magazines have- been few in number seemed t ,o be evident from find-
ing only seven articles in the, survey of six magazines for ten years. 
The centers described in the sev.en articles were then analyzed in 
regard to the design features by the criteria previt>u:sly developed. The 
items that received the moat consideration were (1) sewing machine, (2) 
miscellaneous supplies and (3) storage area for small supplies. The two 
items featured the least number of times were (1) mirror and (2) swivel 
chair. In the evaluati~n of the centers the poss-ible- sc--sre was a high 
"Of thirty pointJ3. Only one center that appear.ed in the 1954 issue o.f 
I>.arent' s Magazine attained a high score ,of twenty"'.'five pi;,ints. A low 
sC9re of seven points was rec.or,ded f o,r a center that .appeared in the same 
article of the Pai;:ent' s Malffl2;ine. The -average score for th·e centE?rs eval-
uated was only Slightly over fifteen p!Dints (15.4). T.he hypoth~sis was 
tb,at many centers designed fur home sewing ~nd published in women's maga-
zines do not include essential equipment necessary for -effective- manage-
l!lent of time and :energy. Tha findings f.r:om t,he .analysis of the design 
features in centers for sewing s-eemed t°' point out that many cJmters do 
m;>t include .all ne.cessary -equipment :f.pr better manageme-nt -t>f activities 
of sewing. Spme articles in the women's magazines which des~ribed home 
centers for sewing did not include .a listing of the- essential :equipment, 
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furniture and .storage s.pace. The researcher W--Et:S not able to ch.e,ck ,a.rrange-
ment of center nor details. pf location of center in relation to the. rest 
of the home. It was also unfortunate that the majority .of articlia$ did 
not give enough information to check the effectiveness pf the eent~r. 
In addition it was not poss,ible to determine quality .!ind adequacy .of light-
ing an,d ventilation both of which influenc.e conseirvation t0f time and energy. 
Another item not checked wa.s the. r.elations.hip p.f height .of chair to sewing 
machine and to w~rk sur:l:acre for band s~wing, no:c height of table. for cut-
ting and the suitability .of b\Oth in the bodily proporti\On of the individual 
who wi 11 work in the eenter. 
Recommendation$ 
The following reeommendation.s evolved from the study t>f centers for 
clothing construction~ 
1. A more extensive study it)f centers f.or clothing .construction 
might bring to light. why centers. are neglected in literature .and in the 
actual building .of h~mes. 
2. Evidene,e is manifest that .a need exi.s.ts to acquaint wJQme:n whoi 
enjoy creating garments .and household fUrnishing.s with inf orma;t;l,ipn on 
centers for h\tlme s1;awing through 2:1:tticle.s written in women.' s magazines. 
3. A study :seems needed to determine to what ~:x:tent infio:rmatiilln in 
cit>llege cour.ses in home planning and clothing c10nstruc:ti:iqn p:f:'o,vide infQ;rma ... 
tion a.bout design a;nd furn.ishings of home centers for sewing. 
4. There appear.s to be a need alsti to investigate dg:sign features 
in high schoio,1 .and college classrooms u.sed f.ar clothing ciQnsttQcction. 
B©>th William and Lyle (51) and Whitesel (43) belie.ve students need to 
learn to sew in h~mie like situations. 
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APPENDIX A 
The crit~ria which were developed for the analysis of design features 
in centers for clothing construction w~re based on information contained 
in three agricultural experiment stat.ion publications; namely, 
"Space Requirements for Home Sewing", Georgia Station, Bul.,.. 
letin 69. 
"Space for Home Sewing", Pennsylvania Station, Bulletin 619. 
"Sewing Centers for the Home", Montana Station, Bulletin 497 . 
The Georgia study which g.ave information on spac-e requirements for 
home sewing, listed the following obj~~tives: 
"l. To. determine space requirements for home sewing activ-
ities in southern rural homes, 
2. To determine facilities needed for sewing and to design 
the needed facilities, 
3. To develop arrangements for the sewing areas." 
The Montana study was based on the Western Regional Housing Survey 
which was conducted in eiJ.even states in 1942. Two important findings were 
revealed by this regional study: 11first, farm homemakers do conside.rable 
sewing, and second, there is no one room or area preferred by all home-
makers for sewing.u 
The Pennsylvania -study was concerned with space needed to carry out 
the many different sewing tasks and with sp,;1ce for the types of equipment 
commonly used by the home sewer. 
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CHECK LIST USED TO .ANALYSE DESIGN FEATURES IN CENTERS 
FOR CLOTHING CONSTRUCTION rN:·mE." ROME" As.· PRESENTED .·-
IN THREE PUBLICATIONS 
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Items Considered Montana G,eorsia Pennsilvania 
Storage Area-Small Equipment x x x 
Cutting Area x x x 
Sewing Area x x x 
Pressing Area x x x 
Fitting Area x x x 
Storage Area-Large Equipment x x x 
Ironing Board x x x 
Cutting Table x x x 
Mirror x x x 
Miscellaneous Supplies x x x 
Sewing Machine x x x 
Chair with Back Rest x x x 
Swivel Chair x x x 
Drawers with Different Depths x x 
Drawers with Partition Features x x x 
X Indicates desirable item needed in sewing center 
APPENDIX B 
CHECK LIST USED TO TABULAtrE INFORMATION ON HOME SEWING CENTE~ 
























The American Home 
1 54 1 55 1 61 
Better Homes & Gardens 
1 56 1 61 
McCall's 
1 56 
* One point was given for the different items illustrated in the magazine article. 




CHECK LIST USED TO TABUIATE I NFORMATION ON ARTICLES THAT APPEARED IN 
THE JOURNAL OF HOME ECONOMICS CONCERNING MANAGEMENT OF 
~ HOUSEHOLi5""AcTIVITIES BY TEN YEAR PERIODS 
Household Activities 
*General Activities 








No. of pages 
**Combination of General 
and Specific Activities 









Ten Year Periods 
1909-1919 rno-1929 1930-1939 I 1940-19-49 1950-1959 
* General activities were those in which the title did not specify any particular household activity. 
**The contents of the article was judged by the tit le. 
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